Narula Institute of Technology  
Department of Civil Engineering  

Ref: NIT/CE/NOTICE/2018/007  
Date: 9/07/2018  

NOTICE  

This is to inform that a Poster Presentation Competition will be held at the Institute on 31st July. All the students of Civil Engineering Department are invited to participants in the competition. Last date of submission of the abstract is 24th July, 2018. Department level screening result will be out on 25th July and the final round competition will be held on 31st July, 2018. For further details see the brochure and poster.

Prof. (Dr.) BimanMukharjee  
Head of the Department,  
Department of Civil Engineering,  
Narula Institute of Technology
POSTER PRESENTATION COMPETITION
31st July 2018

REGISTRATION FORM

Name: __________________________________________

Designation: __________________________________

Organization: ________________________________

Address: ______________________________________

Phone No.: _________________________________

E-mail id: ____________________________________

Highest Academic Qualification: ________________

Date: ______________

Signature of the applicant:
About The Institution
Narula Institute of Technology, an Autonomous Institute was established in the year of 2001 and is one of the well-established technical institutions in eastern India approved by AICTE, New Delhi, affiliated to MAKAUT (Formerly WBUT), West Bengal. Presently the College offers 4 years B.Tech. degree courses in ECE, EE, IT, EIE, CSE, ME and 3 years BBA, BCA and also offers Master degree programs in Power System, Structural Engineering, Mobile Communication, Computer Science Engineering, Business Administration and Computer Application. All Eligible B.Tech and M.Tech Programmes of the institute is NBA accredited. The institute has also received NACC Accreditation. The institute also runs Diploma Courses in CE, EE and ETCE.

About The Department
This department started in 2007, only one U.G courses with 60 students along with a minimal faculty strength and in this short time it achieved a good reputation in different branches like Diploma in civil engineering, PG course in structural engineering with elaborate laboratory facilities in different streams like concrete technology, structural lab, Environmental, Geotechnical, Survey, Geology, transportation, Highway, Survey etc, presently there in the intake in U.G - 120, P.G -18 and DCE - 60. This department is very much involved in consultancy work in every orientation of civil engineering jobs. The department is very enthusiastic on research oriented work as on society needs. Department maintains a library, which has good collection of text and reference books which can be referred by students as per their need. Faculty strength maintains AICTE norms along with laboratory assistants. Departmental bonding of student faculty is very healthy and eventually they are jointly involved in paper publications, Tech-fest conduction, project work competition etc. Regarding involvement in student training activities, dept. is very much taking part on its industries facilities, job facilities. This department is involved in campusing activities and its success rate is high indeed on all branches. Our U.G students are also taking interests on higher studies like P.G and Phd. For better future performance. At last we are still trying to look forward for wide spectrum where our Alumina can built there Dept. strong and bright.

For abstract submission:
Abstract should be submitted on or before 24th July, 2018 with maximum word limit of 500 words. written in Times New Roman, 12 font size.
Abstract may contain brief illustrations. Abstract should be sent to blossom.haldar@gmail.com/rahuldasbiswas@nit.ac.in/anasuyamondal@gmail.com

Topic of the poster presentation competition: The subject matter of the poster must address the following topic:
1. Use of Drones for Surveying
2. Bamboo as Building Material
3. Construction Safety Management
4. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and its Applications
5. Green Building
6. Smart City
7. Safety in Roads and Rails ways
8. Space Structure
9. Innovative Bridge Structure
10. Innovative Hydraulic Structure

Guidance For Poster Making:
- Drawing / painting must be on paper of A3 size (297 x 420 mm) or A2 size (420 x 594 mm). With font size of (24-48)
- Acceptable tools of drawing / painting include pencil, crayon, water colour, oil paint, computer drawing, etc. Photographs, wires, and other 3D objects are not acceptable. The completed art work must be on a flat piece of paper.
- The drawing / painting must not represent any particular individual, organization, or brand name and must not depict any religious theme.
- Name and age of participant as well as college’s name and address must be clearly mentioned on the back of poster in the English Language.
- There may be no mechanical or electrical devices attached to the poster.
- There may be no materials placed in front of, above, below, or to the side of the poster.
- The name and affiliation of the author must be in a prominent place on the Poster.
- The poster must include the following:
  Title
  Names of author(s) and affiliated organization(s)
  Abstract (brief summary of objectives, methods,)
  Background Information
  Project Objectives
  Materials and Methods
  Conclusions

Who May Attend
All 1st and 2nd year post graduate, 2nd, 3rd and 4th year undergraduate students, and 2nd and 3rd diploma students. (Maximum number of students in a group 4 nos)

Important Dates
| Last date of Abstract submission | 24th July, 2018 |
| Date for result announcement for poster making | 25th July, 2018 |
| Date for poster competition | 31st July, 2018 |

(Selected Abstracts will call for poster presentation competition on 31st July. Only selected participants need to register by paying a fee RS 100 in cash at Department of Civil Engineering, Narula Institute of Technology. Students may clear there queries through email to the co-ordinator)

Registration Fee : 100 Rs

Venue
Civil Engineering Department
Narula Institute of Technology
An Educational Initiative of JIS Group
An Autonomous Institution Under MAKAUT

Date & Time
31st July
TIME: 10:00am